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[EXTERNAL] This email originated outside of the City of Oakland. Please do not click links
or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and expect the message.

To Peterson:

My name is Zhi Chen and my family lives in West Oakland. As a citizen from West
Oakland, I am concerned that the impacts of the A’s proposed project on the West Oakland
community have not been addressed in the Draft Environmental Impact Report. Having
reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Report for this project, I believe there are gaps in
the report’s conclusions related to traffic, housing and gentrification, and hazards which
understate the costs of these impacts on my community.
 
West Oakland community members like myself fought for years to get truck traffic off our
neighborhood streets. This problem was remedied when the City designated Howard
Terminal as the staging and waiting area for trucks coming and going from the Port.
Removing Howard Terminal from this critical use will force thousands of large trucks back
onto West Oakland streets as they wait for shipments and drop-off times, undoing years of
work to improve health and safety in West Oakland.
 
The DEIR acknowledges that Howard Terminal is currently being used by truckers but
concludes that these trucks are “assumed to move to other locations” when Howard
Terminal is converted to luxury condos. “Assumed to move” is not an analysis of the impact
of where these trucks will go, which will be back onto residential West Oakland streets. The
DEIR therefore does not do an analysis of the gridlock and pollution likely to come from
cargo trucks diverted into neighborhood streets due to the development.
 
Similarly, the DEIR incorrectly concludes that it is sufficient for the A’s development to
allocate only 2,000 parking spots to the approximately 10,000 game day visitors the A’s are
expecting to arrive by car. The report provides no mitigation measures on the part of the A’s
to deal with the additional 5,000+ visitors they aren’t planning to provide parking for, just
conceptual ideas for bus lines, parking meters, and the use of existing parking lots that do
not supply the additional 5,000+ parking spaces needed. The report does not truly assess
the impact that having thousands of cars trying to park as close to the stadium as possible
will have on nearby neighborhood streets and homes because the A’s have not provided
sufficient parking.
 
The DEIR also unrealistically concludes that most visitors will arrive through other means,
like walking a mile from the nearest BART station, and therefore does not consider the
impact of the extensive congestion we will inevitably see on game days as tens of
thousands of fans cut through residential streets to attend games. If only 25% of attendees
to games at the Coliseum use BART, which has a stop at the doorstep of the venue, it is
illogical to conclude that even more game-day attendees will take BART when the closest
station is a mile away. Until the project outlines a concerted traffic plan to deal with these
tens of thousands of cars and the report analyzes the impact and feasibility of this plan, the
DEIR will remain insufficient.
 
It is also concerning to me that the DEIR concludes that the introduction of 3,000 new
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luxury residential units to the area will help address our housing crisis instead of correctly
assessing the impact that this type of housing will have on the surrounding community. The
report makes a conscious choice not to evaluate the likelihood of gentrification and
displacement because it deems it “speculative,” which is not true. You only have to look at
other stadium and luxury housing projects across the country to see that introducing homes
and businesses geared towards the wealthy into low-income communities causes
considerable displacement of the existing residents.
 
The DEIR concludes that the project will contribute to meeting our region’s housing needs
but does so with no analysis of the type of housing that will actually be built at the site and
whether this housing meets local needs. The majority of housing built at this site will be
luxury condos and will likely be far out of reach financially for most renters or potential
home buyers in Oakland, especially for residents of the mostly low-income communities
directly adjacent to the project. As a result, this expensive housing will not, in fact, help
meet our local region’s housing needs. Instead, it will gentrify our neighborhoods and force
long-time residents out.
 
The DEIR’s analysis of the housing impacts of this project is insufficient as long as it
ignores the actual impact the type of housing built will have on the surrounding community,
which will only serve to gentrify West Oakland and displace low-income Black and Latino
residents.
 
I am also seriously concerned about the DEIR’s conclusions about toxic cleanup of the
Howard Terminal site. Currently, there is a physical cap over toxic substances in the soils at
Howard Terminal. Excavation and construction will disturb these toxins and potentially
spread them into the water and air, with the worst impacts threatening surrounding
neighborhoods in West Oakland.
 
The DEIR finds that the project will result in significant and unavoidable environmental and
health impacts, including pollutant emissions that exceed the City’s thresholds for
cumulative health risk impacts on sensitive receptors, but does not provide or analyze the
A’s actual work plan for cleaning it up. Mitigation related to the disruption of the toxic
substances was left to “future studies” and a future plan for how the toxic soil will be
remedied. Without completing these studies and defining their plan for full site cleanup first,
it is impossible for the EIR to fully analyze the impact of removing the cap over these toxins
and exposing them to the air and nearby water.
 
This is a major gap in the report. The fact that a plan for toxic cleanup would be approved
after the EIR is certified renders the entire EIR useless.
 
The health, safety, homes, and livelihoods of West Oakland residents are at stake. The City
has an obligation to take seriously and fully analyze the project’s impacts on traffic,
gentrification and displacement, and the health of our neighborhood. There are numerous
gaps in these areas in the DEIR, allowing traffic impacts, displacement, and toxic health
hazard issues to go unmitigated.
 
Please address these serious gaps in the DEIR’s analysis before this project is allowed to
move forward.
 
Thank you,

Zhi Chen
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